Striving to maximize JPEG image quality without compromising compatibility of current JPEG decoders, we develop an image-adaptive JPEG encoding algorithm that jointly optimizes quantizer selection, coe cient \thresholding," and Hu man coding within a rate-distortion (R-D) framework. Practically speaking, our algorithm uni es two previous approaches to image-adaptive JPEG encoding: R-D optimized quantizer selection and R-D optimal thresholding. Conceptually speaking, our algorithm is a logical consequence of Entropy-Constrained Vector Quantization design principles in the severely constrained instance of JPEG-compatible encoding. We explore both viewpoints { the practical to concretely derive our algorithm and the conceptual to justify the claim that our algorithm approaches the best performance that a JPEG encoder can achieve. This performance includes signi cant objective PSNR improvement over previous work and at high rates gives results comparable to \state-of-the-art" image coders. For example, coding the \Lenna" image at 1.0 (bpp) our JPEG encoder achieves a PSNR performance of 39.6 dB that slightly exceeds the quoted PSNR results of Shapiro's wavelet-based zerotree coder. Using a visually-based distortion metric, we can achieve noticeable subjective improvement as well. Furthermore, our algorithm may be applied to other systems that use run-length encoding, including intra-frame MPEG and subband or wavelet coding. 0
Introduction
With the blossoming demand for e ciently storing and transmitting visual information, image compression has become increasingly vital. Since lossless image compression leads to insu cient compression for many applications, \lossy" image compression is popularly used. In lossy image compression, the encoder sacri ces accuracy in the reconstructed image for increased image compression, determining the appropriate trade-o depending on the application. Coding performance is then measured by the ability to achieve high compression without incurring signi cant reconstruction errors, so that even at high compression the reconstructed image appears indistinguishable from the original. Often the measurement is done in a rate-distortion (R-D) framework, such that the encoder tries to minimize the coding distortion subject to coding at a xed rate.
With the establishment of any lossy compression system, the goal naturally arises of maximizing the system's coding performance. One approach is that of maximizing encoding performance subject to a xed decoding syntax. Besides ensuring compatibility of existing decoders, the encoder optimization problem is motivated by that fact that adapting the decoder, such as through post-processing algorithms, may introduce unacceptable decoding delay for real-time applications.
Improving encoder performance is particularly important for the Baseline JPEG still image compression standard 1, 2] because of JPEG's popularity for a diverse number of commercial applications. Since JPEG achieves good coding performance with low complexity, it has become the commercial \de facto" standard for still image coding. The downside of JPEG encoder optimization is increased encoder complexity. However, increased complexity for a one-time encoding process is reasonable for numerous applications (such as digital image libraries, centralized image storage banks, and image transfer over networks) where increased quality is desired, but compatibility and simplicity of current JPEG decoders is essential.
A further motivation for the JPEG encoder-optimization problem is that the tools developed for JPEG apply to other image coders as well. JPEG, for instance, is the building block for video coding standards such as MPEG 3] . Although MPEG's performance depends on exploiting spatial redundancy between images through motion-compensated prediction, most of the MPEG bit budget is spent on still image coding of \intra-frame" images and prediction residue images. Further, many existing video systems for wireless channels exclusively use intra-frame coding, such as \motion JPEG," for robust noise performance 4]. Finally, the algorithms developed in this paper apply to run-length encoding systems, regardless of transform, such as still image subband and wavelet coders with run-length coding 5]. These coders represent a practical compromise between the simplicity of JPEG and the performance of complicated wavelet schemes, such as 6].
Given the importance and simplicity of baseline JPEG, it might appear that the encoding problem should already be solved. For encoding, JPEG partitions the image into 8x8 blocks, transforms each block using an 8x8 Discrete Cosine Transform, and scalar quantizes the resulting DCT coe cients using an 8x8 matrix of quantizer step sizes. The quantized coe cients are then entropy coded using zero run-length Hu man coding. The only choices left to the encoder are the Hu man codewords and the quantizer step sizes that (in contrast to MPEG) must be used for quantizing each image block.
However, JPEG is di cult to optimize because of its use of zero run-length coding, which combines zero coe cients from di erent frequency bands into one symbol. The resulting coupling of di erent frequency bands prevents use of classical bit allocation techniques, which assume independently-coded frequency bands. Recently, R-D analysis that incorporates the e ects of the run-length coding 7, 8, 9] has focused on two di erent strategies: quantizer selection and optimal coe cient thresholding.
JPEG's quantizer step sizes largely determine the rate-distortion trade-o in the compressed image. Logically, the quantizer selection algorithms of 7, 8] optimize this trade-o . However, even with imageadaptive quantizer selection, JPEG must apply the same quantizers for every image block. Thus, JPEG quantization lacks local adaptivity, indicating that potential gain remains from exploiting discrepancies between a particular block's characteristics and average block statistics. This gain is the motivation for the R-D optimal thresholding 1 scheme of 9], which compensates for quantization ine ciency at the block level by only encoding \useful" coe cients (i.e., coe cients whose distortion reduction is worth their bit cost). The possible drawback of 9] is that it applies a very limited set of possible quantizer step sizes, those achievable by scaling the \example' step sizes provided by JPEG.
In this paper, we not only search for quantizer step sizes with good R-D performance, but apply thresholding to enhance that performance. Moreover, the Hu man table of codewords is an additional parameter that can be adaptively chosen to improve quality. We therefore formulate an image-adaptive optimization over the following parameters: the step sizes, the coe cients to be thresholded (or conversely encoded), and the Hu man table (Fig. 2) .
Natural questions that our optimization raises include: (1) What is the best possible performance 1 Note the term thresholding may be misleading. It is not the case that a threshold value is selected and coe cients below this value are encoded as zero. Rather, a set of binary ags are used to signal whether coe cients are encoded or not, analogous to signi cance maps in subband coding. a JPEG encoder can achieve? (2) How close is our JPEG encoder to achieving this best performance? To address these questions, we apply the Entropy-Constrained Vector Quantization (ECVQ) design principles of Chou, Lookabaugh, and Gray 10] in the context of JPEG-compatible encoding. In this extremely simpli ed context, we explore how the ECVQ design principles lead to a nearly optimal encoding solution, but at an extreme computational cost. We then characterize the suboptimality of our JPEG encoder, showing that it presents a reasonable trade-o between optimality and complexity.
In the process, we analyze the more general scenario of scalar, \compatibility-constrained" encoder optimization { encoder optimization involving scalar quantized coding systems where the encoder must be compatible with a xed decoder. Here again we provide an optimization method, impractical in most cases, but possibly useful for analysis in other types of scalar coding systems.
The rest of this paper is split into halves. The rst half develops the JPEG optimization problem and solution. The second half of the paper analyzes the results both according to a theoretical ECVQ framework and according to practical criteria via objective, subjective, and complexity measures.
Problem Formulation

Brief review of JPEG
We next brie y review the baseline JPEG syntax in order to set-up the R-D optimization problem. The excellent tutorials 1, 2] provide a more detailed explanation of JPEG. The baseline JPEG block diagram is provided in Fig. 1 .
First, each color component of the image is partitioned into 8x8 pixel blocks that are processed in a raster scan order. Each block is independently transformed by an 8x8 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and (uniformly) scalar quantized using an 8x8 quantization matrix (or 64-dimensional vector) of step sizes. In general, these step sizes are di erent for each color component. In this paper, we focus on grayscale images consisting only of a luminance component, even though the coding algorithms also apply to color images.
Consisting of 64 integer elements ranging from 1 to 255, the matrix of luminance step sizes largely determines the trade-o between quality and compression in the encoded grayscale image. Although the JPEG syntax allows the matrix to be fully customized at the encoder, JPEG also provides an \example" matrix based on perceptual criteria. For simplicity, a scaled version of this \example" JPEG luminance matrix is popularly used to achieve rate constraints, with the scale establishing the trade-o between compression and image quality.
After quantization, the quantized blocks are entropy coded in raster scan order, with the one DC component di erentially coded from block to block and the 63 AC components zero run-length coded within each block. The zero run-length coder groups zero coe cients into \runs," representing each block as nonzero coe cients with \runs" of zeros in between them. The resulting AC and DC symbols are then coded using a Hu man table { either a default table or blocks, each with 64 pixels, such that for 0 x; y; 7, I b xy denotes the pixel at spatial location (x; y) in block b, where the blocks are ordered in a raster scan order. By applying an 8x8 DCT transform to each block, we actually perform an image-wide transformation known as the Block DCT (BDCT). This is described by 
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(1)
where c b represents a vector of 64 DCT coe cients from block b.
The step sizes Q, with 64 elements that quantize the DCT coe cients at spatial indices ij, ( i; j = 0; : : :; 7); specify quantization of the DCT coe cients in each 8x8 image block. To simplify the notation that follows, we order the 8x8 set of spatial frequencies ij into a 1-D array of 64 coe cients indexed by n using the zig-zag scan in Fig. 3 . For instance, n = 0 corresponds to the DC component ij = 00, n = 1 corresponds to the spatial frequency ij = 10, n = 2 corresponds to the spatial frequency ij = 01 and so on. Denoting the quantized BDCT byĉ, we then describe quantization for b = 1; 2; : : :; N 2 64 and n = 0; 1; : : :63 asĉ
where Round(x) gives the closest integer to x.
We now derive expressions for the compressed bit stream, excluding overhead and a few minor details (such as restarting of the DC prediction) not relevant to the basics of the algorithm. The AC zero runlength coding assigns a Hu man codeword from a 2-D Hu man table H ac to each nonzero quantized AC coe cient both according to the number of zero quantized coe cients preceding the coe cient in the zig-zag scan (Fig. 3) 
where j j measures the length of the each symbol and R is the coding rate in bits per pixel (bpp).
Recall that JPEG allows the encoder to optimize both the Hu man table and quantizers step sizes. However, the Hu man table and quantizer step sizes are not the only available degrees of freedom. An extra degree of freedom involves the coe cients themselves, since certain quantized coe cientsĉ b n that are not worth transmitting in an R-D sense may be thresholded, or \zeroed" in order to save bits. This thresholding process may be mathematically described by a set of binary thresholding parameters T that signal whether to threshold components of c, i.e.,
Thus, if thresholding is performed, the mapping from coe cients to quantized values (2) is replaced by (6) . One may also consider quantizing coe cients to di erent levels (again to reduce rate), rather than simply thresholding or \zeroing" them. However, it has been shown that for JPEG that with xed quantizer step sizes Q; thresholding approximates the performance of nding the best quantization level for each coe cient 11]. 2 Actually, both the AC and DC Hu man codewords only specify the magnitude category of the quantized coe cient. Extra bits are concatenated to exactly specify the amplitude. To simplify discussion we imprecisely call the concatenated codewords Hu man codewords and the tables that assigns these codewords the Hu man tables.
Problem Statement
Rate-distortion theory formalizes the lossy compression goal into that of minimizing coding distortion D, which is a measure of distance between the original image and the compressed image according to a chosen metric, subject to a constraint in the rate R for coding the data. The idea is that for a well-chosen distortion metric, minimizing the distortion will result in a compressed image that appears as close as possible to the original. For this paper, we consider the operational rate-distortion problem, where the minimization is done over all possible system con gurations.
Thus, our problem is posed as a constrained minimization over the following parameters (Fig. 2 
where the Lagrange multiplier is a xed parameter that represents the trade-o of rate for distortion, and J( ) is the Lagrangian cost. Solutions to (8) for xed provide solutions to (7) for a discrete number of rate constraints. In practice, these solutions are dense enough that may be found by iteration to solve (7) for arbitrary rate constraints.
3 Previous work
R-D optimized quantizer selection
Because the quantizer step sizes are crucial for determining the quality and compression of the JPEG image, one logical approach for improving encoder performance is to optimize the step sizes Q according to the statistics of the image to be compressed. This is a subproblem of (7) 
A locally optimal solution to this problem has been presented both in 8, 7] . For our discussion, we focus on 8] because it makes no assumptions on the probability distributions of the DCT coe cients. Due to the run-length coding, it is di cult to obtain an optimal solution to this problem using classical bit allocation techniques. Therefore, the algorithm in 8] uses a greedy, steepest-descent optimization; it starts with large step sizes (corresponding to a low rate) and reduces the step sizes, one step size at a time, until the desired rate constraint is met. Here we describe the algorithm.
To begin, the DC step size is xed at 16, which is supposed to correspond to a minimal loss in the DC quality. The AC step sizes are then updated by iteratively decreasing them in the following fashion. The location n of the best quantizer to update (i.e., which of the 64 step sizes to update) and what update value to use Q n ! q; 1 q < Q n ; are calculated in a greedy fashion. That is, over all possible AC indices n and all possible decrements Q n ! q, the index n and value q are chosen to maximize ? D R , where D and R are the image-wide change in in rate and distortion accrued by decreasing the quantizer value to q.
Mathematically, the algorithm may be depicted as follows. For simplicity let us suppress the dependency of D and R on T o and H o , since for this algorithm these parameters are xed. Let D(n; q) = D(Q) ? D(Q 0 (n; q)) and R(n; q) = R(Q) ? R(Q 0 (n; q)), where Q 0 (n; q) equals Q everywhere except at the nth entry. In the nth entry Q 0 (n; q) takes the new value q, i.e., Q 0 m (n; q) = ( Q n m 6 = n q m = n . Then, the idea is to nd the pair (n ; q ) such that (n ; q ) = arg max (n;q) ? D(n; q) R(n; q) ]
where arg max x f(x)] is de ned as the value that maximizes f(x). These updates are repeated until the rate constraint is met, i.e., R(Q) R budget .
Optimal Thresholding
The optimal thresholding algorithm of 9] is complementary to the quantizer selection algorithm in that it improves quantizer performance by thresholding ine ciently-coded coe cients. However, instead of searching over all possible step sizes, the algorithm in 9] searches over a constrained set of step sizes corresponding to scaled versions of the JPEG \example" step sizes, i.e., Q = sQ e where s is a scale value and Q e represents JPEG's \example" step sizes. The motivation for this approach is simplicity { quantizer optimization can be computationally intensive { and the fact that the JPEG \example" step sizes are derived from perceptual criteria 2]. This set-up may be viewed as a subproblem of (7), where the Hu man 
Despite the huge dimension of T, the Lagrange multiplier approach of 9] solves this problem by decoupling it into a series of easily-solved smaller problems. Since the AC coe cients are coded independently from block to block, the decision of which AC coe cients to threshold to minimize the Lagrangian cost (11) is solved by independently minimizing (11) for individual blocks, with each blocksized minimization quickly solved via a thresholding \kernel" that utilizes Dynamic Programming. This kernel minimizes the Lagrangian cost as a function of T, with s held xed. The optimal (s; T) pair are then found by evaluating the kernel at di erent scales s, and choosing the (s; T) pair with minimum Lagrangian cost. We now provide a brief sketch of the block-sized thresholding optimization.
For an 8x8 block, we denote the 63-dimensional vectors C andĈ as the original and quantized AC coe cients in zig-zag order shown in Fig. 3 . Then, the thresholding kernel nds the optimal subset of nonzero AC elements ofĈ to transmit. We de ne the scan to be ended by a coe cient k if the kth coe cient is the last nonzero transmitted coe cient in the scan. Then, we let J k denote the optimal Lagrangian cost given that the kth coe cient ends the scan. Similarly, we de ne J i;j ; (j > i) to be the incremental Lagrangian cost accrued by adding coe cient j to a scan that was previously ended by coe cient i, with (j-i-1) zeroes in between them. First, preliminary computations are made for J 0 , the optimal cost of sending no AC coe cients, and J i;j for 1 i 62 and i < j 63, the incremental costs of adding coe cients to the scan (Fig.  4) . If we use a distortion measure ( ; ), these values are expressed by
where R i;j is the rate of adding coe cient j in a scan previously ended by coe cient i and j j measures the symbol lengths. Also, ?( (C j ; 0) ? (C j ;Ĉ j )) is the decrease in distortion from transmitting quantized coe cientĈ j to represent C j .
The basic approach is to recursively calculate J k for each k, nd the k that minimizes this J k (basically nding the best coe cient to end the scan with), and then \backtrack" to nd which other coe cients should be encoded. J k is found by summing the minimal costs of scans ending before k with the incremental costs of adding k to each scan. For example, the minimum Lagrangian cost J 1 of ending the scan with the rst zig-zag coe cient is simply J 0 + J 0;1 . The best Lagrangian cost J 2 , found for ending the scan with the second coe cient, is simply the minimum of J 1 + J 1;2 and J 0 + J 0;2 . Applying this pattern recursively and comparing the costs J k results in the optimal k to end the scan 9] (Fig. 5) . If, when calculating the optimal cost J k for each k = 1; : : :; 63, the optimal transmitted coe cient to precede each coe cient k is stored, then the optimal coe cients to transmit may be found by \backtracking" (i.e., nding the optimal predecessor for the optimal last coe cient k , then nding the optimal predecessor for the predecessor to k , and so on until all coe cients are speci ed). In practice, the thresholding is performed quickly not only because of sparsity in quantized DCT's, but also because the bit costs of symbols from the default Hu man 
Problem Solution: basic idea
Recall that the rate-constrained optimization problem (7) may be reformulated by Lagrange multipliers into minimizing J( ) = D(T; Q) + R(T; Q; H)] over T; Q; H. We take this Lagrange multiplier approach since optimal thresholding is intractable within the purely constrained optimization framework. We also tolerate suboptimality since nding the R-D optimal quantizers entails too much computational complexity; joint optimization incorporating thresholding and Hu man table customization makes the task even more di cult. We therefore propose an algorithm which iteratively chooses each of Q; T; H to minimize the Lagrangian cost (8) given that the other parameters are xed. Conceptually, this algorithm is clear and simple, since previous works exist that singly optimize Q; T; H in separate kernels. With the problem de ned and our tools developed, we now explicitly de ne the steps of the algorithm, where > 0 is xed and arg min f(x)] is the value x that minimizes f(x): Except for local optimality in step 2, all of the above steps 2-4 can be implemented.
Step 2 is a slight variation of the quantizer selection algorithm of 8]; step 3 is the thresholding kernel; step 4 is Hu man coding according to the statistics of the quantized, thresholded image. Note that the quantizer selection approach of 8] cannot directly perform step 2 since the approach is formulated without use of the Lagrange multiplier or the thresholding parameter T.
Convergence is guaranteed since the Lagrangian cost function is non-increasing with each step (at worst, the parameters remain unchanged at each step so that the cost remains constant) and there are only a nite number of values that T and Q may take. By searching through the possible T's and Q's eventually the algorithm will eventually reach a stage where the cost cannot decrease. Hopefully, this stage will be when the optimal T and Q are found, since Hu man coding will lead to the optimal H and the cost can no longer decrease. Generally, though, convergence will be achieved at some suboptimum point.
Having established the basic optimization structure, we now esh-out the details of our joint optimization algorithm. First, we investigate how to alter the quantizer selection approach of 8] in order to implement step 2. Though conceptually equivalent to 8], our new approach is implemented quite di erently. Next, we explore other implementational issues associated with joint optimization { such as initializing the algorithm, enhancing computational e ciency, selecting a distortion metric, and iterating the algorithm to solve the original rate constrained problem (7).
5 Algorithm Description
Quantizer selection via Lagrange multipliers
In order to integrate quantizer step size selection with thresholding, we approach step size selection using Lagrange multipliers. Thus, we seek to minimize the Lagrangian cost (8) as a function of the 8x8 quantizer step size matrix Q for xed Hu man table H. Functional dependency on the thresholding parameters T will be incorporated after the basic approach is developed.
For selecting the AC entries (entries except Q 0 ), we take a locally optimal approach similar to 8].
We update one Q entry at a time to minimize the cost D+ R under the simplifying constraint that all other entries remain constant. These updates are performed for each AC entry of the matrix in some arbitrary order { arbitrary, since in our experiments we found the exact ordering to be unimportant.
After all entries are updated once, we repeat the entire process until the Q entries converge to a local minimum. We now examine how to e ciently calculate the rates and distortions needed to perform these step size updates. 
where ( ; ) measures distortion, j j measures symbol length, and E denotes JPEG's end-of-block symbol. Although this straightforward approach works, it ignores the fact that many calculations are redundant. To nd the best update, we need only compare the relative performance of di erent possible updates Q m ! q. Thus, the terms in (12) that are independent of Q m need not be computed. We therefore de ne the relative rate R m (q) and distortion D m (q) by summing only the terms in (12) The rate e ect is complicated by the Hu man run-length coding. Recall that the Hu man symbol for a nonzero quantized coe cient is speci ed by its amplitude and the number of zero coe cients preceding it in the zig-zag scan (Eq. 3). Thus, choosing Q m a ects two coe cients in a block b, the coe cient located at frequency m,ĉ b m , and the next nonzero quantized coe cient in the zig-zag scan (if it exists). The latter e ect is that ifĉ b m is quantized to zero, then the zero run-length to the coe cient followingĉ b m increases (Fig. 7) . We denote this symbol as S b p b (m), were p b = minfnjm < n 63 &ĉ b n 6 = 0g: Since updating Q m e ects coding only these two coe cients per block, we de ne R m (q) by R m (q) = Hence, coe cients thresholded to zero remain thresholded to zero regardless of the step size values. Since thresholded coe cients are treated identically for all step size values, they have no bearing on step size selection at one iteration of the joint algorithm (though later on they may become unthresholded).
Besides incorporating thresholding, we alter the quantizer selection algorithm by noting that within a block the Lagrangian cost is the same for all step sizes that quantize a coe cient to zero (i.e., all step sizes that are greater than twice the magnitude of the DCT coe cient). This fact is important since the DCT of typical image blocks are sparse, implying that for many blocks a wide range of quantizers can be compared with few computations. Further computational savings can be obtained by establishing bounds tighter than those provided by JPEG (1 ? 255), such as through quality constraints inherent in the application. The latter issue, along with the choice of appropriate initial step sizes, will be addressed in the context of targeting the rate constraint.
Targeting the rate constraint
The price paid for converting the constrained problem to an unconstrained problem via Lagrange multipliers is that an \outer" algorithm is needed to nd 0 such that the rate constraint is best satis ed. This is done by expressing the rate as a function of and iterating to nd so that R best satis es the rate constraint R budget (Fig 6) . One simple algorithm for this is bisection, although more powerful algorithms could be used, such as the root-solvers provided in 12].
Since the inner algorithm, which searches over T,Q,H, is locally optimal, the outer algorithm has the important task of setting good initializers for the inner algorithm. We now motivate one possible approach. Consider the solution for = 0, the case where there is no penalty for rate. Di cult to nd in general, the optimal T; Q; H solution for = 0 minimizes distortion and hence is easy to compute (basically we set all step sizes to 1 to minimize distortion). Now if we increment by a small number , the solution to = should be close to the = 0 solution. Thus, by starting with the solution to = 0, we hope the algorithm will be close enough to nd the global optimum for = . Assuming that this global optimum is reached (or a good approximation to this optimum), we increment again to 2 , hoping to nd a good solution at = 2 using the solution from = .
At least conceptually, incrementing by can be applied starting from = 0 until we reach the that satis es the rate constraint. In practice, however, the incrementing process is impractical, so we apply an outer algorithm such as bisection to nd . For this case, motivated by the intuition of the incrementing process, we use the heuristic of setting the initializers Q; T; H to the solution (from previous iterations) at closest lower than the current . We have found insigni cant di erences in using this heuristic versus the incrementing process.
Another important implementational issue is the quantizer search range. Although JPEG allows integer-valued step sizes ranging from 1 to 255, the full range of values is not often used. For most compression applications the DC and lower frequency AC coe cients never approach 255. Speci c applications may have tighter upper or lower bounds. Furthermore, a reasonable assumption, which does not decrease R-D performance in our experiments, is that the quantizer step sizes are a monotonic function of . 3 This monotonicity assumption allows solutions from previous 's to tightly bound the step size search for future iterations. Intuitively the justi cation for monotonicity is that represents the relative weighting placed on rate compared to distortion. Hence, larger 's typically induce larger quantizer step sizes in order to reduce rate.
Finally, in Section 3 we noted the thresholding algorithm applies a fast pruning operation 9] based on a monotonicity property of the default Hu man table. In the joint optimization algorithm of Section 4, this pruning cannot be performed within the thresholding step since monotonicity is not guaranteed for customized Hu man tables. Since pruning can greatly speed-up the algorithm, we now present a slightly altered version of the joint algorithm from Section 4. Hu man table. 2. Iterate between thresholding and quantizer selection until converged.
Initialize T, Q, H with H set to the default
Customize Hu man table H.
The idea is to perform thresholding with the Hu man table xed to the default and only customize the Hu man table at the very last step. This reduces some of the gain from joint optimization, but allows fast pruning to be performed. We present numerical examples of this trade-o in Section 7.2.
Distortion metric
The preceding algorithm can be used to optimize a exible range of distortion metrics. Although for reference we quote results using the conventional mean-squared error (L 2 ) metric, this metric may not optimize perceived picture quality. For best results, a complex metric on di erent parameters such as the display conditions, spatial frequency of the error, and error masking 13] should be used.
A quantizer selection algorithm 14] based on the perceptually-based error weightings suggested by 13] quotes good perceptual results. The major disadvantage of this method is that it minimizes an L 1 \minimax" frequency metric, which has been shown to correspond less to perceptual quality than weighted, additive L p frequency metrics that can be minimized by the methods based on R-D principles presented here and in 9, 8 ].
An in-depth discussion of perceptual weightings is beyond the scope of this paper, particularly since the weightings vary as a function of viewing conditions. However, our algorithm can be applied to minimize a variety of image-adaptive metrics as long as they are additive. Not only can the error be weighted according to spatial frequency, but image-dependent parameters such as luminance and spatial activity may be used to weight error on a block-by-block basis.
For this paper, we use a very simple perceptual model, noting from 13] that, at least for a simplistic model, error in di erent frequencies should be normalized by dividing by the perceptibility of the error in those frequencies.
Connection with Entropy-Constrained Vector Quantization
In the rst half of this paper we explored and developed algorithms for improving the JPEG encoder. Although intuitive, the algorithms were generated in a seemingly disjoint manner { raising the logical question of whether a framework exists to unify these di erent algorithms. Such a framework could both provide the joint JPEG algorithm with a solid theoretical foundation and answer the question of whether any more \tricks," such as thresholding, exist to improve R-D performance.
We believe that the Entropy-Constrained Vector Quantization (ECVQ) VQ design methodology formulated by Chou, Lookabaugh, and Gray provides such a framework. To begin, we show that the ECVQ framework leads to a generic approach for designing compatibility-constrained encoders that use scalar quantization. In the case of JPEG, we show this generic approach leads to a procedure for designing the best possible JPEG-compatible encoder. Although impractical to implement, this ideal JPEG encoder serves as a theoretical benchmark for analyzing the suboptimality of our JPEG encoder. By characterizing the extent of the suboptimality, we believe that the possible R-D performance improvement over our JPEG encoder is minimal. We now context for this ECVQ-based analysis.
Vector Quantizer (VQ) design is a well-developed subject that has spurred a variety of algorithms for signal compression, recognition, and processing 15]. The principle behind VQ is that performing quantization on a group or vector of coe cients provides better performance than quantizing coe cients individually. The ECVQ algorithm optimizes a VQ's performance under an entropy or rate constraint. Our claim is that since the VQ framework encompasses all possible encoding systems 15], ECVQ design principles apply also to improving the R-D performance of a scalar-quantized encoder with a xed decoding syntax. Because of our compatibility-constraints, we note that the application of ECVQ principles to our problem is quite di erent from typical applications of ECVQ. For instance, the required separable (\or grid-like") quantizer structure imposed by scalar quantization severely limits the gain achievable by ECVQ, but also simpli es the ECVQ design since the encoder has limited exibility. Similarly, VQ is normally optimized \o -line" according to a representative set of training data, whereas we consider an \on-line," data-adaptive encoder. Thus, in our problem a new optimization must be performed each time data is encoded, with the actual data to be encoded serving as the training data. This di erent approach brings with it di erent plusses and minuses { concerns about accurate training data are replaced with concerns about minimizing computational complexity.
Finally, in our scenario the encoder actually speci es one of many possible VQ structures by its choice of quantization parameters (such as step sizes). Hence, in our context the ECVQ design principles are performed over a series of VQ's (albeit very simple ones), rather than one VQ. The well-known local optimality pitfalls associated with poor initialization of the ECVQ algorithm therefore become less important, but again complexity becomes a major issue.
Brief review of ECVQ
A VQ of dimension L and size N is simply a mapping from a vector in L-dimensional Euclidean space into a set C containing N reproduction points called code vectors. If we assume that the resulting code vectors are encoded via a lossless algorithm that achieves entropy, then the ECVQ design algorithm may be viewed as an iterative algorithm for improving a VQ's R-D performance. The basic ideas is to optimize each element of the VQ: the code vector locations, the input mapping (or Voronoi regions), and the codeword length assigned to each vector, given that all other elements are xed. Although locally optimal, this algorithm guarantees improved R-D codebook performance at each iteration 10].
Analogous to this paper, ECVQ applies a Lagrangian cost criterion to improve performance { minimizing the VQ's average distortion subject to a constraint in the VQ's entropy (or rate) as measured with respect to a known source. This source may be either speci ed by an known analytic distribution, P X n; or through training data. Here we brie y review the steps of the algorithm 10].
Let f (i)g i2I denote an L-dimensional VQ codebook ( (i) 2 < L ) indexed by index set I, and let f (i)g i2I denote the transmitted symbol lengths of the codewords. Let a stationary vector source generate independent vectors fX n g from < L with distribution P X n. Let be a Lagrange multiplier specifying the entropy constraint, and let ( ; ) specify a distortion measure. Then, each iteration of the design algorithm consists of three steps:
1. De ne an entropy-constrained mapping of input vectors:
2. Update transmitted symbol lengths to re ect codeword entropy j (i)j = ? log 2 P X nf (X n ) = ig: (16) 3. Optimize reproduction codebook
4. Iterate until converged
ECVQ design principles in syntax-constrained coders
We next apply ECVQ design principles to optimize scalar-quantized coders with a xed decoding syntax. This type of ECVQ framework was introduced in the context of zero-tree wavelet coding of 16], which may provide more insight.
An algorithm that applies scalar quantization for coding an NxN image may be viewed, for xed quantization parameters (such as step sizes), as an NxN-dimensional VQ coder. Since JPEG is a block-based coder, a more natural view of JPEG is as an 8x8-dimensional lattice VQ that encodes each 8x8 block in the image; the JPEG's quantizer step sizes establish which lattice codebook will be used. In the JPEG example, an 8x8 block would be mapped to the some code vector within a 64-D lattice. Note that the rate for each code vector is speci ed by the scalar-quantized coder and may vary greatly according to the scalar syntax. These varying rates explain why an exhaustive search may improve performance, since a simple \rounding o " of the data to the closest code vector may incur prohibitively high rates.
Step 2 calls for updating transmitted symbol lengths according to codeword entropy. However, in the our constrained case the encoder must be compatible with a xed decoding syntax. Since we consider only scalar quantization, this syntax requires that a code vector's associated symbol consist of the concatenation of symbols representing its scalar components. 4 Thus, the symbol length of each code vector is simply the sum of its component scalar symbols. Symbol length updates are performed according to scalar codeword entropy, as opposed to vector codeword codeword entropy. For example, in JPEG this symbol length update would simply be a Hu man table customization.
Step 3 repositions each code vector from its current position to the centroid of its corresponding input vectors (or equivalently its Voronoi region). Obviously Step 3 cannot be performed, since repositioning vector locations compromises the xed code vector structure at the decoder. Nevertheless, iterations involving Step 1 and a constrained Step 2 may be applied until the compatibility-constrained algorithm converges, since each step decreases the Lagrangian cost.
Although usually ECVQ design provides locally optimal encoders, in this case we may exploit the structure in our constrained situation to nd the compatibility-constrained global optimum. Recall that by de nition each ECVQ step optimizes a codebook parameter given that the other parameters are xed. In the compatibility-constrained scenario only Step 1 and Step 2 are performed. Therefore, if Step 1 discovers the optimal mapping of input to code vectors, (x), then Step 2 will result in the optimal codeword lengths (i). Thus, nding the best decoder-compatible codebook boils down to nding the optimal input to code vector mapping (x). Typically there are a nite number of lattice code vectors to which the input image (or its components) can be mapped and hence a nite number of possible mappings (x) over which to search. The optimal codebook is obtained by searching through all possible mappings (x), optimizing the symbol lengths (i) for each mapping, and then choosing the pair ( (x); (i)) with lowest Lagrangian cost.
However, optimizing a particular codebook's performance is only one of two key ingredients for encoder design. The other ingredient is selecting the quantization parameters (step sizes in JPEG) to obtain a good codebook. A simple algorithm to combine these ingredients is as follows (Fig. 8 ).
1. Optimize each possible codebook (speci ed by quantization parameters) using a separate compatibilityconstrained ECVQ design.
2. Select the codebook with best R-D performance from this optimized set of codebooks.
3. Compress the image using this codebook.
Typically there are a nite number of codebooks, each optimized in a nite number of steps, so that the solution requires a nite number of calculations. Nevertheless, since the calculations must be done \on-line," the complexity of this algorithm will be unacceptable for most real-time applications.
Application to JPEG
Let us now apply compatibility-constrained ECVQ design for JPEG. Recall that the quantizer steps sizes specify an 8x8 VQ codebook used to each image block. Since JPEG allows the encoder to select the 64 quantizer step sizes which range from 1 to 255, there are 255 64 di erent possible 8x8 codebooks for coding each image block. The encoding algorithm thus searches through each of the 255 64 possible codebooks, applying a compatibility-constrained ECVQ design to each codebook and then selecting the codebook with best R-D performance for the entire image. Since a full search over these codebooks is infeasible (the reason why suboptimal quantizer selection algorithms are used!), a codebook search coupled with ECVQ is clearly intractable. We therefore evaluate the complexity and performance of the algorithms explored in this paper: quantizer selection, thresholding, and joint optimization.
Previous work in context of ECVQ
The quantizer selection algorithm of 8] may viewed as a tractable approximation to searching across all 255 64 di erent possible 8x8 VQ codebooks and choosing the codebook with best R-D performance. These codebooks are evaluated under the assumption that they apply a minimum distortion mapping via normal scalar quantization. In contrast to ECVQ, the quantizer selection algorithm does not attempt to improve a particular codebook's performance, but rather achieves R-D improvement by selecting a good codebook. Hence, it may viewed as choosing the best codebook from an unoptimized set of codebooks (Fig 9) .
The thresholding kernel, which nds the best coe cients to threshold for xed step sizes, corresponds to Step 1 of the compatibility-constrained ECVQ algorithm. The xed step sizes establish an 8x8 VQ codebook. For this codebook, the kernel nds the optimal Lagrangian mapping to apply to each 8x8 image block (Fig. 10) . Note that thresholding search does not encompass all possible code vectors as in Step 1, only the code vectors where components are zeroed from the input vector. However, applying Step 1 to JPEG (performed, like thresholding, via fast Dynamic Programming) has not resulted in signi cant performance bene ts over thresholding (PSNR improvement of less than .1 dB) 11]. The minor performance improvement is due to zero run-length coding, which guarantees that the most signi cant rate improvements occur from zeroing-out coe cients, rather than more generally quantizing them to di erent levels.
Just as thresholding corresponds to Step 1 of compatibility-constrained ECVQ, Hu man table customization corresponds to Step 2. In the JPEG case, each 8x8 code vector is assigned a symbol by concatenating the zero-run length Hu man symbols needed to represent the vector. Thus, the frequencies of each code vector determines the frequencies of each Hu man run-length symbol.
Step 2 actually calls for an update updates according to frequencies (or rst order entropy) of these runlength symbols. However, creating optimal Hu man code for these symbols is actually a more accurate implementation of this step, since Hu man coding is what the encoder actually uses.
We now evaluate the previous algorithms in an ECVQ context. Performing quantizer selection alone guarantees a locally optimal codebook, but sacri ces the gain associated with compatibility-constrained ECVQ. Thresholding, as performed in 9], exploits the gain from Step 1 of the ECVQ algorithm (Sec. 6.1), but is potentially suboptimal since it searches over a severely limited set of codebooks.
Joint optimization
We next consider the implications of the joint optimization algorithm of Section 4 in an ECVQ context. ECVQ applied to an 8x8 VQ codebook (speci ed by the step sizes) is equivalent to iterating between thresholding and Hu man table customization, corresponding to Steps 3 and 4 of the joint algorithm. For \nearby" codebooks (i.e., ones with similar quantizer step sizes), a reasonable assumption is that neither the location nor the scalar statistics of the code vectors signi cantly change. Therefore, the code vector mapping via thresholding and scalar symbols from Hu man coding to optimize one codebook (quantizer step sizes) nearly optimize nearby codebooks (similar quantizer step sizes). This fact motivates Step 2 of the joint algorithm, which selects new quantizer step sizes using the thresholded mapping and Hu man codewords that are optimized for the current step sizes. Thus, Steps 3 and 4 of the joint algorithm correspond to locally optimal codebook enhancement, while Step 2 is a locally optimal codebook search. Hence the joint algorithm, which performs these operations in tandem, exploits all possible R-D gains subject to local optimality (Fig. 11 ).
7 Results and Conclusion 7.1 Performance Tables 1 and 2 provide PSNR results of baseline JPEG using scaled version of the \example" step sizes and customized Hu man table, along with the following algorithms to improve performance: R-D optimized quantizer selection in 8] (though using our Lagrange multiplier approach), R-D optimal thresholding in 9], and our joint optimization. In each case a customized Hu man table is used. Two major factors explain why the PSNR coding gains of R-D optimized quantizer selection and R-D optimal thresholding are nearly additive over scaling. First, their operations are \orthogonal," since adaptive quantizer selection exploits image-wide statistics, while thresholding exploits blocklevel statistics. Furthermore, the quantizer selection algorithm results in ner quantization of middle and high frequency DCT coe cients than does scaling. Although optimal on a global scale, this operation may do poorly for certain blocks, since higher frequency coe cients can be costly to runlength encode depending upon their block's statistics. Thresholding exploits these local statistics by removing ine ciently-coded coe cients to provide the substantial overall PSNR gain.
One caveat of PSNR gains is that PSNR does not always correspond to commensurate visual gain.
For example, in adaptive quantizer selection at lower rates, the L 2 metric results in ner coding of less noticeable high-frequency information at the cost of annoying low-frequency blocking artifacts. At high rates, thresholding may slightly degrade image detail. We therefore consider examples optimized according to the following subjective metric. Because the \example" quantizer steps sizes provide an estimate of perceptibility thresholds (though this perceptibility varies depending on viewing conditions), our subjective example involves weighting such that the errors in di erent frequencies are divided by the \example" step sizes. We additionally decrease the step size weight for the four lowest frequency coe cients by two, to re ect the perceptibility of \blocking" artifacts in highly compressed images. Obviously this is a crude metric, far from optimal, but emphasizes the point that using a visually-based metric results in good subjective performance.
Using our subjective metric, we next present examples of the \Lenna" image coded at the bit rate of .24 (bpp), each example using JPEG with a customized Hu man table. Fig. 12 corresponds to Lenna coded via scaling the \example" matrix, and Fig. 13 corresponds to Lenna coded using the joint optimization algorithm. Joint optimization improves picture quality since quantizer selection favors the visually-important DC more than \scaling," and thresholding removes high frequency coe cients that are (R-D) costly to run-length encode. The latter fact allows further improving coding of important low frequency information.
Computational Complexity
We now present some complexity results for the C code implementation of the algorithm on a SPARC 2. These should be taken as benchmarks, since the speed can be improved depending on details such as initial conditions, quantizer search bounds, convergence tolerances, and programming implementation.
The tests shown in Table 3 were performed under the assumption that the step sizes are monotonic function of (Section 5.2) so as to increase speed by bounding the quantizer search range. Also, the initial upper bound for each step size was set at 255. The initial lower bound was set in two di erent ways to illustrate the importance of initial search range. In one case, the lower bound was set to one for all step sizes, denoted \full search" in Table 3 . In another, the lower bound was set to eight for all step sizes, corresponding to \reduced search" in Table 3 .
Two di erent algorithms were considered, the main algorithm presented in Section 4, denoted \normal" in Table 3 , and the algorithm derived at the end of Section 5.2, denoted \heuristic" in Table  3 . The latter customized the Hu man table only at the end of each iteration in order to allow for fast pruning in the thresholding step. .4 s/iter -.1 dB The algorithm's running time is highly dependent on the original quantizer search range. For instance, the tighter quantizer bounds of the \reduced search" quicken the rst few iterations, which in turn speed-up the algorithm, since assuming step size monotonicity makes the last iterations run quickly. Similarly, although the algorithm is computationally complex, the good performance of the \heuristic" hints that there are further possibilities for developing simpler algorithms that achieve good performance.
Remaining issues
Since this algorithm may be applied for a wide variety of distortion metrics, nding an accurate, yet tractable, distortion metric will be key for consistently obtaining substantial visual improvement. As metrics are developed which simply, yet accurately, identify relevant visual characteristics, consistent visual improvement should be achieved.
Note that the joint algorithm itself can nearly be applied \o the shelf" to other coders that use run-length coding, such as MPEG or \JPEG-like" subband coders. This is true since the two major components of the algorithm, adaptive coe cient thresholding and quantizer selection are speci cally designed for run-length coding. In the case of MPEG, which allows a restricted adaptivity of the step sizes Q on the y, the quantizer selection algorithm must be reposed in a computationally e cient manner. However, thresholding may be applied in the same way as for JPEG. Finally, note that for subband coders using run-length encoding (such as 5]), the coding procedure and hence joint optimization remain the same, even though the transform coe cients di er quite obviously from the JPEG case. J 0 , the Lagrangian cost of transmitting no AC coe cients, and J i;j (1 i 62 and i < j 63), the cost of adding coe cient j to a scan previously ended by i. product VQ codebooks. Encoder optimization may be viewed as applying a \compatibility-constrained" ECVQ to each codebook and then choosing the codebook with the best R-D performance. Note the optimization is \on-line," so that the image to be encoded serves as the training data for optimization. 
